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Meguiar’s
MotorEx 2019
A weekend to remember
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OWEN COLLABORATES WITH JOSEPHINE TO BRING YOU A FULL REPORT ON AN ACTION-PACKED
WEEKEND IN MELBOURNE, BRINGING YOU BOTH AN OVERVIEW OF THE SHOW AND A 
BEHIND-THE-SCENES PERSPECTIVE OF THE VARIOUS AWARDS.

Leading into any event is quite a
stressful time as you ensure the
entrants, businesses and sponsors all
have the right information and you
have done enough marketing to
attract the crowds. As MotorEx has
such a large outdoor element, there is
also extra tension around the weather,
and on Friday our worst fears were
realised as a huge storm rolled in
during bump-in! 

However, with an eye on the radar,

around 90 percent of the show got
bumped-in by dark and we were
blessed with a beautiful sunny
morning on Saturday when 350 cars
filed in for Real Street. It really is
worth the risk with the weather as the
Real Street cars, the outdoor stage,
the motocross demonstration, food
trucks and other activities add so
much more to the whole event.

By the time the doors opened, the
queue had stretched from the main

entrance onto Epsom Road as the
masses poured into the Melbourne
Showgrounds: car enthusiasts, industry
experts, suppliers, young talent,
manufacturers and people who work in
the automotive industry all turned up.

From the moment the show
started, the thunder of the high-
performance engines fired up the
crowd and never let up all weekend.
The all-too-familiar sights, sounds and
odour of rubber and metal hung over

The Grand Master - Johnny Z's 1938 Fordson Van. Gary Coates’ ’34 Ford Roadster.

Open for business ... revelling the shows best.
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the Showgrounds as we made our
way around the variety of pavilions. 
A real highlight was the ear-popping
leading global automotive parts
branded AC Delco Pro Slammer.

There were awesome displays
including: Muscle Car Marvels, House
of Kolor Inauguration, American
Legends Street Elite Showcase, Street
Machine Hall of Fame, Rare Spares
Real Street, Drift Cadet Driftworld,
Herrod’s Performance Garage and, 
of course, Meguiar’s Superstars.

In addition to all the fantastic cars,
there was a plethora of equipment,
merchandise, tools and products all
aimed at making the process of

building and maintaining the Restos
and Custom-builds even more
effective and efficient. Not
unexpectedly, front-and-centre was
3M, who took a prime position in the
Meguiar’s Superstars Pavilion where
the team was inundated with
enquiries and took every opportunity
to show off their “cutting-edge”
technology. Andrew King, Business
Manager, 3M Automotive Aftermarket
and Marine said: “With so many of our
products being used by the creators
of these great cars, the people just
want to know more. MotorEx gives us
a great opportunity to engage with
our end-user client base”.

We also ran into another old friend,
Carmine De Maria of C.A.D Custom, who
unveiled the HQ GTS “Mad Az” at the
House of Kolor Inauguration and also had
Robert Zahabi’s 1970 Dodge Challenger
“Havoc” in the Meguiar’s Superstars
Super Six, alongside the 3M stand in the
Superstar Pavilion. What a fantastic build!

The competition for the awards in
the various categories is always hotly
contested and the judging is undertaken
against very specific criteria, so this year
we offer some insight into the process
in some of the categories.

Meguiar’s Superstars:
Now in its 19th year, these are the elite

Not quite an original Model T. Driftworld.

A Real Pony Car. AC Delco Pro Slammer.

Castlemaine Rod Shop. Herrod's Garage.
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show cars from around the country.
We select several cars to come to
MotorEx and shoot it out for around
$70,000 in prize money and trophies.
On Saturday we announced the Super
6, the top six cars from all the
qualifiers, and on Sunday morning we
announced the awards for the Body,
Paint, Engine Bay, Undercarriage,
Interior, Impact and Display categories. 

It was ridiculously close, with only
a couple points out of 1000 separating
the top two cars. The winner was Jack
Z, from Johnny Z’s custom shop in
Melbourne, with the 1938 Fordson Van,
which was unrecognisable from the
original with massive fabrication on
chassis and body, interior and
undercarriage. 

I can say this was probably the
best presented and displayed vehicle
I’ve ever seen at any show. It was at
the right height for any spectator to
stand around the barrier and see
everything on the undercarriage,
inside or engine bay. The body and
paint were finished superbly
considering the amount of fabrication
and customising. The stand was
simple and highly effective, allowing
the vehicle to be the centre of

attention. Jack was a deserving
winner and I’m sure will continue to
build great cars into the future.

Street Elite:
There were over 100 cars in Street Elite
in the Exhibition pavilion. In this
category, it is a requirement to be
legally registered and you must show
the rego papers. The judges are still
expecting show-quality paint, body,
interior and engine bay, but there is no
undercarriage detailing. As these
entrants push the boundaries, a small
amount of detail is sneaking in, but it is
never taken into account so doesn’t
affect the overall score. 

Street Elite has become so
popular with good reason as people
can build show quality cars but still
drive and enjoy them on the street.
Again, very close results, with four
cars separated by a handful of
points. The winner was Angelo
Furfaro in his twin turbo VC Valiant. I
spotted this car at Chryslers on the
Murray in March – I bet Angelo is
glad he came to MotorEx as he also
took out the Laurie Starling Award
for Innovation and Excellence in
Automotive Fabrication.

This category is also divided into
Street Machine; Hot Rod; JDM/Tuner;
and, of course, Custom. Dan Appleby’s
awesome Riviera was awarded Top
Custom, a very special award in
honour of Mario Colalillo, King of the
Australian Customizers, who passed
away late last year. It’s really important
to honour the great people who made
our industry what it is today.

Muscle cars:
Always popular and with such an
impressive history here in Australia,
there were 23 great cars on display.
There was every model GT Falcon ever
made and HSV had a model of every
one of their years also on display.
Peter Rujanoski, with the best XB GT
you will ever see, took the honours
with a display that was based on the
boxes Ford housed their spare parts
from the dealers back in the 1960s to
now – truly amazing.

Of special mention was the SEMA
exhibit with 20 booths from US-based
businesses that were all blown away
with the cars and event in general. The
staff from SEMA commented on how
MotorEx is world class and a smaller
version of their huge event every

Peter Rujanoski's GT351 XB. ProVC Angelo Furfaro's 1967 VC Valiant.

Meguiar's and American Legend. The Legendary Keith Dean.



November in Las Vegas. That was
music to my ears, as that was my
vision for this event from 10 years ago.

This year we also met Ryan
Friedlinghaus, founder of West Coast
Customs and Keith Dean, owner of
South End Kustom, both from
California, who expressed their
admiration for both the quality of the
vehicles on display and the passion of
both the exhibitors and the visitors:
“Down here, you really do know your
cars,” said Friedlinghaus.

Joe spoke with Keith Dean, who
reminisced about the early years on
the US Custom scene. “When we were
growing up, it was our parents’
generation that was creating the
industry we have today. On reflection,
I grew up with the founding-fathers,
but at the time they were just my
dad’s buddies. I watched them all help
each other out, which is a philosophy
that I embrace to this day,” said Dean.

It was an action-packed show,
which included the control and skill on
the drifting track and the amazing
Freestyle Kings motocross team. It’s
remarkable to see what can be achieved
on either two or four wheels when you
combine the technology in the vehicles

and elite driving or riding skills.
At MotorEx, if you win the Grand

Master trophy you are ineligible come
back and re-contest the award.
However, at the ten-year anniversary
in 2010, we invited the previous 9
Grand Masters to return and compete
against the best new builds of 2010.
As 2020 is the 20th anniversary (and
30 years of Meguiar’s in Australia), we
decided to do this again and invite the
Grand Masters since 2011 to return and
compete against the best new builds
of 2020. It will be interesting to see
how the industry has progressed.

It was amazing to see the support
we get here in Melbourne and it’s so
great that we attract people from all
walks of life with a common interest,
enjoying a great weekend. This is what
makes it all worthwhile. Bring on 2020!
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Owen is the Business
Development Manager of
Motoractive. He is also a
leading figure within the
auto re-styling and
vehicle modification
industry.
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Team C.A.D Custom.

Unveling of Mad Az by C.A.D Custom.


